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Ronald Kiebert (FSSS)
Finance Shared Service Software (FSSS) is a young company, founded by director Ronald Kiebert
in order to assist large international organizations in streamlining their business processes. More
specifically, the processes which has to give more insight into the results of the different processes
inside the company. Custom made ICT applications are essential in this process. In order to
optimally serve its clients, FSSS BV uses the expertise of the IntoSoft developers. “They develop
custom made solutions to solve complex issues. That’s essential for the projects my company is
focusing on,” says Ronald.

In 2017 an multinational company asked FSSS BV to streamline its financial and administrative
business processes. “At that moment, a part of the ICT applications has already been developed in
China. In order to achieve the desired result in the field of process analysis, a different proposition
was needed. In the spring of 2018 we started in cooperation with IntoSoft to develop the webbased toolkit EPICS. An advanced system that gives insight into the goings-on in all business
divisions or individual branches. At the end of 2019 we can deliver this complete project, but the
beauty of EPICS is the fact that our client can use various parts of the system already. They now
immediately benefit from this project. This phased implementation is to a large extent the merit of
the developers of IntoSoft ", according to the FSSS BV director.

Easy communication
Besides the huge expertise and competing pricing, the way in which IntoSoft managed the software
developers team was an important reason for Ronald to cooperate with IntoSoft. “Nothing to the
detriment of Asian companies, but its easier and faster to communicate with an English spoken
team in a time zone close to The Netherlands. That’s especially with this kind of long-term,
comprehensive and complex projects an benefit. Therefore, I’m positive about our cooperation”,
says Ronald Kiebert.
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